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ABSTRACT

An expert system is developed to assist in the
decision-making of the reactive power/voltage control
problem. The knowledge required to perform the task is
identified. To alleviate a voltage problem, empirical
rules are used to generate appropriate contrbl actions
when slight voltage violations occur. Controls such as
shunt capacitors, transformer tap changers a-ndgenerator
voltages are utilized. Theoretical justification ofthe
empirical rules is presented. When it is judged that
the voltage problem is so severe that empirical judge-
ments may not be reliable, the developed expert system
can help in formulating the problem so that anavailable
application software package can be effectively utilized.
In this paper, production rules are proposed to perform
the above functions. Numerical examples are also pre-
sented.

I. INTRODUCTION

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has been an active
area of research in recent years. Significant progress
has been made in the development of the expert or
knowledge-based systems. Many expert systems have been
successfully built for various applications. Among
them, MYCIN is developed for medical diagnosis and ther-
apy [1] and Rl is designed to configure computer systems
[2]. For the analysis and synthesis of electric cir-
cuits, EL and SYN have been proposed, which are summar-
ized in [3] together with several other systems. An
expert system scenario forcomputer-aided control system
design is reported in [4]. Real-time aspects in oper-
ating a computer system is dealt with in [5].

Application of AI methodologies to power systems
is a new area of research. In [6], an expert system is
proposed for the restoration of power systems. The pat-
tern recognition techniques have been applied to the
system security analysis [7]. From the power system
point of view, many areas of application in planning,
operation and training appear to be promising. The be-
havior of modern interconnected power systems has be-
come more and more complicated, causing the decision-
making process to be increasingly difficult. Expert
systems can be developed to incorporate the existing
knowledge in planning and operation. The developed
systems can offer assistance to system operators during
a time-critical situation and provide a valuable train-
ing tool. To elaborate, for power systems major advan-
tages of the expert system approach include:
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(1) During a real-time environment, if a problem is de-
tected, an expert system can be applied to suggest
a solution to the operators in time, based on the
incorporated expert knowledge. An example is the
emergency control problem of power systems.

(2) The knowledge required to perform a task isexpressed
in terms of production rules (IF-THEN structures),
which are very close to natural language and, there-
fore, easy to understand to users.

(3) Each production rule represents a piece of knowledge
relevant to the task. Hence it is very convenient
to add or remove a rule when more experience is
gained during operation or testing.

(4) Each production rule can be provided with an expla-
nation of why an action is taken under a certain
situation. This is desirable from the training
point of view, since the trainee can learn from the
previous experience in a systematic way. The power
system simulator, e.g. [8], can be usad with an
expert system for this purpose.
This study is aimed to develop an expert system to

assist the decision-making of power systems in the pres-
ence of a voltage problem. Some preliminary ideas of
this study are presented in [9]. The problem of reac-
tive power/voltage management ischosen because heuristic
rules exist in the area. For example, if a bus voltage
is low, the operator can switch on a shunt capacitor or
raise the transformer tap position at that bus torestore
the voltage to a normal value. Also, the area of reac-
tive management has been studied extensively inthe past.
Therefore systematic methods are available for the solu-
tion of the problem. For example, a reactive security
dispatch algorithm is developed using the linear pro-
gramming method [10]. A thorough methodology isprcoosed
for the reactive power/voltage control under normal and
emergency conditions [11]. Basically, if a bus voltage
violates thenormal operating limit slightly, then there
is a very good possibility that heuristic rules can be
applied to correct the problem. If, however, some bus
voltage changes far beyond the normal operating limits
or the voltage problem is widespread, then it should be
more efficient to apply a systematic method, such as
those presented in [10,11], to obtain a solution. Based
on the above ideas, an expert system approach is sug-
gested for the reactive management in this paper. The
proposed system is capable of performing the detection
of voltage problems and the application of empirical
knowledge to come up with appropriate control actions.
Furthermore, when it is judged that a systematic method
is necessitated for an emergency condition, the expert
system is designed to assist the user in formulating the
problem so that a software package can be effectively
utilized. Empirical rules for reactive power voltage
control via shunt capacitors, transformer tap changers
and generator voltages are identified. These rules are
justified theoretically. Based on the identified knowl-
edge, a set of production rules is proposed. Sensitivi-
ties of various controls are incorporated in the devel-
oped rules to enhance the capability of the expert sys-
tem. Numerical examples are presented to illustrate the
capability of the proposed expert system. The imple-
mentation of the expert system is written in the produc-
tion system language OPS5 developed by Carnegie-Mellon
University.
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The organization of this paper is as follows. The
power system model is given in Section 2. The proposed
expert system for reactive Dower/voltage management, in-
cluding the system configuration, the knowledge base,
the data structure and production rules, is described in
Section 3. In Section 4, results of the numerical test-
ing are summarized.

II. POWER SYSTEM MODEL

The mathematical model of the power system will be
presented in this section. Consider a power system with
n buses (substations). Load buses will be numbered from
1 to-nL and generator buses from nL +1 to n=nL G' For
each bus i,there are four network variables: the com-
plex voltage ViLOj, and the real and reactive power in-
jections Pj, Qi, respectively. Transmission lines are

modeled by the n-equivalent, i.e., a series impedance
with shunt capacitors on both sides. In the steady-state,
generations are balanced by load demands and line losses.
Under this condition, the power system can be described
by the well-known power flow (load flow) equations.

n

f;c(a,V) X (V V,kBijk sin(ai-ak+ (1)

ViVkGik cos(a-ac)) P.ikik i k

n
g. (a,V) = X(V VkiGk sin(a ak)+ (2)

V VkBik cos(ac -ca)) = Q.

i eJ = {1,2,**,nl

where V=[VlV2*Vn]T' a=[ala2 'an-] andi in
(bus n is chosen as the slack bus), and Bij, Gij are the
line susceptance, conductance of the line from bus i to
j, respectively.

The load model is now discussed. To meet different
loading conditions during the operation, transformer tap
changers can be adjusted to maintain the bus voltage.
At a load bus i with a transformer tap changer, the pri-
mary and secondary voltages Vi, Vi.. respectively, and
the tap setting tj are related by Vi=tiVi. In general,
real and reactive power demands are voltage dependent.
Therefore, the injections at a load bus are assumed to
be of the form a.

P P.o V. (3)
\ bi

Qi Qio Vi (4)

where the constants Pio, Qio, a1, b- can be determined
from the load characteristics atbus i. A reported sur-
vey of load characteristics has shown that typical
ranges for the exponents a; and bi are 0.7-1.2. 1.0-2.0.
respectively. In this paper, we will only assume
that ai,bi >9.

To solve the load flow equation, normally the quan-
tities Pi, Vi at a generator bus and Pi, Qi at a load
bus are specified. A slack bus with constant Vj, ei is
also designated. In the proposed model, however, the
load is voltage-dependent. Therefore, the injections
Pi, Qi are given by Eqs. (3),(4) instead of specifie(d
constant values. With the proposed load model and the
specified quantities at generator buses, the power flow
equations (l-2) can be solved to obtain the operating point
(al, ,cn-l ,Ql, *,VnLY. The operating point of a

power system is subject to security constraints, includ-
ing bus voltage limits, generator and line capacities,
etc. The voltage limits are denoted by a set of ine-
qual ities

V. V. < V. i=l, n 5i= , n(5)

(6)

Undernormal (emergency) conditions, load bus voltage lim-

its are, typically,V =0.95 (0.90) p.u. and V =1.05 (1.10)
p.u. Generator bus voltages are controlled quantities
and the range of variation in Eq. (6) may be smaller,
depending on generator reactive power limits. When the
load voltages violate the constraints of Eq. (5), ac-

cepted practice is to employ reactive compensators, such
as switched shunt capacitors, reactors, transformer tap
changers and synchronous condensers to restore the volt-
age profile. Generator bus voltages can also be adjust-
ed to maintain the load voltages. In this paper, reac-
tive compensators are modeled by reactive injections Qi,
and transformer tap settings ti. These controls aresub-
ject to the following constrants.

Q- < Q- < Q-
1 , . ..

tm < tj < tj

(7)

(8)

where Qim tim and Qim,tt are, respectively, the lower
and upper limits of the controls.

This study is concerned with the operation of reac-
tive control devices to maintain a normal voltage pro-
file. If the utilization of the above controls fails
to restore the voltage profile, disruptive control tech-
niques such as load shedding will be needed. Disruptive
controls have not been considered in this study.

III. AN EXPERT SYSTEM FOR REACTIVE COMPENSATION

In this section, we are going to present an expert
system which is developed to aid the user in detecting
voltage problems and determining appropriate control ac-
tions. The expert system configuration is discussed in
Section 3.1. For the solution of system voltage prob-
lems, the empirical knowledge is identified in Section
3.2. Theoretical justifications are also presented.
Section 3.3. deals with the data structure of the expert
system implemented in OPS5.. Based on the identified
knowledge, a set of production rules is proposed in Sec-
tion 3.4.
3.1 The Expert System Configuration

An expert system consists of three fundamental com-
ponents: a global data base, a knowledge base, usually
a set of IF-THEN structures which represent the knowl-
edge required to solve a problem, and an inference en-
gine utilized to chain a set of rules to form a line of
reasoning, The knowledqe used by huuman experts in
solving a problem may include facts derived from physi-
cal laws and heuristics based on engineering judgements.
To solve a complex problem, the knowledge required may
be sophisticated, which often results in a larme rule
base. In this case, an efficient inference procedure
needs to be developed tosearch for theapplicable rules.
An example of this is the application ofmetarules which
provide searching strategies [1].

In general, expert systems can be developed for
many different functions, for example, interpretation,
prediction, planning, monitoring and control. In
this study, the proposed objective of the expert system
is to aid in the detection of voltage problems and the
search for a control scheme to correct the detected
problem. As shown in Fig. 1, the proposed rules are
separated into two sets depending on the functions they
perform. Rule Base 1 performs the detection of voltage
problems and the search for control actions based on
empirical knowledge. When it is judged that the prob-
lem is serious enough that the empirical judgement may
not be reliable, Rule Base 2 aids the user in formula-
ting the problem in order to utilize an available soft-
ware package which provides a more systematic method.

vm< V. <V.mi- i - i
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Therefore, the role of the proposed expert system is al-
so to assist the user in the utilization ofthe available
software packages.

POWER SYSTEM

Expert S steml~ ~~ l

1 Emergency

2 Emergency

3 Emergency

Slight violation of the volt-
age limit at one or two buses.
Severe violation of one volt-
age limit or three or more bus
voltage limits violated, and
local and neighboring control
devices are sufficient to
solve the problem.
Same as above, except local
and neighboring control de-
vices are not sufficient to
solve the problem

Figure 1: The Expert System Configuration
3.2 The Knowledge Base

A successful expert system relies on a high-quality
knowledge base. The knowledge base needs to incorporate
the knowledge (facts, heuristics) required to perform a
task well. For the reactive power/voltage control prob-
lem, the following empirical rules are identified:
(a) If a load bus voltage drops below (or rises above)

the operating limit, control devices such as shunt
capacitors, transformer tap changers, generator
voltages and synchronous condensers can be switched
or adjusted to restore the voltage profile.

(b) If a load bus voltage drops below (or rises above)
the operating limit, it is most efficient to apply
the reactive compensation locally. If the capacity
of local compensators is insufficient to resolve
the voltage problem, then compensators with next
highest sensitivities should be chosen.

(c) If the voltage is low (high) at a bus, the tap po-
sition of the local transformer tap changer can be
raised (lowered) to correct the problem. However,
increasing (decreasing) the tap position may cause
other load bus voltages to drop (rise).

(d) Generator bus voltages can be raised (lowered) to
solve the low (high) load voltage problems.
In the steady-state security assessment framework

developed by DyLiacco [12], a system is said to be inan
emergency state if any operating limit is violated. In-
tuitively, if a slight violation occurs, one should be
able to obtain appropriate control actions based on em-
pirical rules (b),(c),(d). If, however, the violation
is excessive, e.g., a very low bus voltage, or the volt-
age problem is widespread, then an available software
package will be necessary to generate thecontrol actions
systematically. Based ondifferent levels of violations,
we propose the following classification which will be
denoted by a severity index S:

S Operating Condition Description of the Problem
0 Normal All voltage limits satisfied

Based on the above classification, the empirical rules
(a)-(d) apply for problems where S=1. The following
heuristic rules are obtained for S=2 or 3.
(e) If the index for the system voltage condition S=2

or 3, a more systematic method such as a reactive
power dispatch algorithm using linear programming
is required to efficiently find a solution.

(f) If the index for the system voltage condition S=2,
the objective of the reactive power dispatch algor-
ithm should be to minimize the number of control
devices involved.

(g) If the index for the system voltage condition S=3,
the reactive power dispatch algorithm should be
utilized to find a feasible solution as quickly as
possible. Other objectives have lower priorities
at this time. If necessary, emergency bus voltage
limits should be used.
Among the above rul es (a)- (g), (a) i s wel I accepted.

Rules (b),(c),(d) are also known. However, to our know-
ledge, a general proof based on the interconnected power
system model does not seem to exist in the literature.
Therefore, inth:isstudy the justification will be pre-
sented. Finally, rules (e),(f),(g) involve the classi-
fication of different levels of emergency conditions and
the choice of the objective function for the optimiza-
tion problems. Hence, some modification may be neces-
sary, depending on an individual's judgements. The pro-
posed rules represent the knowledge we have acquired
from the literature and discussions with engineers in
the area.

Rules (b),(c),(d) are believed to be true under
normal conditions. In general, however, counter exan-
ples can be constructed. In this paper, we will prove
that the statements in rules (b),(c),(d) are theoreti-
cally true under the following assumptions: (1) all
voltages are equal to one per unit, (2) all angles are
equal to zero, (3) tap positions are set at nominal val-
ues, i.e. ti=l, and (4) transmission line shunts are in-
corporated as load demands and the lines are lossless.

The following facts are established as justifica-
tion for rules (b),(c) and (d). To be concise, the
proofs are included in the Appendix. The purpose of the
proofs is also to derive the sensitivity matrices of
various controls, which will be incorporated in the pro-
duction rules to decide on the approximate amount of
compensation required.

Fact 1 (Justification of Ruile (b))
Suppose assumptions (1-4) hold. Let reactive com-

pensation AQ>O be applied at bus i and the resultant
vector of voltage change be AVL. Then for every load
bus j, jM,

AiV. < AVV.3- 1 (9)

Proof: Appendix
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Fact 2 (Justification of Rule (c))
Suppose assumptions (1-4) hold. Let the tap posi-

tion ti be raised at bus i, i.e., Ati >0 and Atj=O, jii.
Then the resulting voltage change AVi > 0 and AVj <0 for

Proof: Appendix.

Fact 3 (Justification of Rule (d))
SuLooose assumptions (1-4) hold. Then

AVG> o (<O) AAV > 0 (<0)

where AVG=[AVn +1 AVn]T
Proof: Appendix.

3.3 The Data Structure
The general form of the data representation is giv-

en by type, name, status, attributes and characteristics
The above form is explained explicitly belowforvarious
data types.
(1) Load Buses

(name, location, status, MW demand, MVAR demand,
voltage V, V-upper limit, V-lower limit)

(2) Reactive Controllers (RC)--tap settings, reactive
injections, generator voltages.
(name, type, location, status, current value,upper
limit, lower limit)

3.4 Production Rules
For the reactive power management, we developed 28

rules based on the knowledge described in Section 3.2.
RBI concerns itself with less severe voltage problems,
attempting to correct the voltage problem with a small
amount of computation by utilizing the first twelve
rules listed below. Sensitivities for reactive compen-
sators, generator voltage control, and transformer tap
changers derived in Section 3.3., are incorporated into
the RB1 rules to obtain best estimates of the control
required to restore the voltage profile. RB2 formulates
decisions for more severe voltage problems by utilizing
a linear programming package similar to [10]. In these
rules, sensitivities and available control capacities
are used to classify the severity of the voltage prob-
lem. Voltage problems of severity rating 3 are solved
using emergency constraints with the cost function for
the LP package set to zero. Severity rating 2 problems
are solved with normal constraints and the objective is
to minimize the weighted sum of the control adjustments.

Before presenting the condensed version of the
developed rules, a complete description of rule 1 is
given.
Rule I--If a load bus voltage Vi is below the normal

voltage limit and above the emergency voltage
limit and no voltage violations has been de-
tected then identify bus i as a low voltage bus
and compute the voltage deviation 1 (p.u.) -Vi.

A realization of the above rule in OPS5 follows.

(p 1(pq_bus ^name <bus>
^v lower <lower>
^voltage {>=O.90 <<lower> <volts>})

- (severity)
-(vol tage controller)

(bind <delV> (compute 1.0 - <volts>))
(make voltage controller "delV <delV> ^type low

^violator <bus>)
(write (crlf) voltage at <bus> is <volts> -- (clrf)

violates lower voltage constraint))
The condensed RB1 production rules are now presented.

Rule l--Ifaloadbusvoltage is below voltage limits and
above emergency voltage limits then identify bus
as having a low voltage.

Rule 2--If a load bus voltage is above voltage limits
and below emergency voltage limits then identify
bus as having a high voltage.

Rule 3--If a problem bus voltage is now within limits
then clear voltage control and verify with load
flow.

Rule 4--If the voltage violation is a low voltage and
the compensator to be used for control is avail-
able then compute maximum voltage increase

AV. - dj AU.

wheredi jis the sensitivity defined in equations
(A.4),(A.6),(A.9) for thevarious controllers,
AVj is the maximum voltage increase and AU1 is
the available control.

Rule 5--If the voltage violation is a high voltage and
the compensator to be used for control isavail-
able then compute maximum voltage decrease (see
equation in Rule 4).

Rule 6--If the compensator can provide the necessary
control then implement the necessary compensa-
tion.

Rule 7--If control compensator is not atlimits and com-
pensator is insufficient to eliminate voltage
violation then move compensator to limit.

Rule 8--If the compensator to be used for control has
not been chosen then identify voltaoe controller.

Rule 9--If the control compensator is atfull output and
there remain controllers to be checked then se-
lect next controller.

Rule 10--If the control compensator is not available and
there remain controllers to be checked then se-
lect next controller.

Rule 11--If the control compensator is not available and
there are no more controllers to be checked
then severit#y rating=3.

Rule 12--If the control compensator is at full output
and there are no more controllers to be checked
then severity rating=3.

The final sixteen rules, RB2, are civen in condensed
form below.
Rule al--If more

vol tage
probl em

Rule a2--If more
voltage
problem

than two load bus voltages are below
limits then initiate determination of
severi ty.
than two load bus voltages are above
limits then initiate determination of
severity.

Rule a3--If both high and low voltage violations are
present then severity rating is 3.

Rule a4--If a load bus voltage is outside voltage emer-
gency limits then initiate determination of
problem severity.

Rule a5--If the n most significant (sensitive) control-
lers have been determined to be insufficient
to alleviate the voltage problems then sever-
ity rating is 3.

Rule a6--If the n most significant controllers have been
determined to be sufficient to alleviate the
voltage problems then severity rating is 2.

Rule a7--If a load bus voltage is below voltage limits
and has not been checked for available control
then determine magnitude of voltage violationn.

Rule a8--If a load bus voltage is above voltage limits
and has not been checked for available control



then determine magnitude of voltage violation.

Rule a9--If a low voltage exists and the controller
under consideration is available then calculate
voltage control available from this controller
(see equation in Rule 4).

Rule alO--If a high voltage exists and the controller
under consideration is available then calculate
voltage control available from this controller
(see equation in Rule 4).

Rule all--If the first controller on the list of control-
lers to be checked is unavailable then select
next controller.

Rule al2--If severity rating=2 then run LP problem using
normal constraints and unity weighting factor
for all control adjustments.

Rule al3--If severity rating=3 then run LP problem using
emergency constraints and feasibility onl*y (set
cost function to zero).

Rule al4--IfLP cannot resolve the voltage violations
using normal constraints then increase the se-
verity rating to 3.

Rule al5--IfLP cannot resolve the voltage violations
using emergency constraints then inform opera-
tor that system cannot be kept within emergency
limits using nondisruptive controls.

Rule al6--If all voltages are within voltage emergency

limits then clear voltage emergency.

IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

A modified IEEE 30-bus system (Fig. 2) is chosen to
demonstrate the usefulness ofthe expert system structure
and proposed rules. The system parameters can be found
in [16] with the following changes:
(1) RCs are available at buses 10, 19, 24, and 29.

(2) Transformer tap changers are available at buses 4,
14, 16, and 26.

(3) Load characteristics for al I loads are assumed to be

A 1.2
= Q 1.2pi = Poi vil Qi = oi Vi

where Poi and QOi are the constant load injections
given in [16].

For each example, modifications are made in the loading
condition in order to create different scenarios of
voltage problems. The resulting rule firings within
the expert system for these scenarios are then given.
Table 1 presents initial system conditions and the re-
sulting conditions from applying the control plan pro-
posed by the expert system.
Case 1
Problem: Low voltages (<0.95) at bus 26, V = 0.945,

and bus 30, V = 0.942.

Solution: Reactive compensation at bus 29 is applied
to solve the voltage problem.

Sequence of Applying Rules:

Rule 1: Voltage at bus 30 low; Rule 8: Choose RCatbus
29 as controller; Rule 4: Compute available voltage
increase; Rule 7: RC 29 moved to upper limit; Rule 3:
Voltage within limits.

Case 2

Problem: Low voltage at bus 26, V=0.946 (<0.95). In
this example, RCs at bus 29andbus24are as-
sumed to be at ful 1 output and generator voltage
limits at bus 8 and bus 11 are lowered to 1.03 p.
u. so that these controls are no longer avail-
able.

199

Figure 2. Single Line Diagram of IEEE 30-Bus System.

Sol uti on: Tap setti ng at bus 26 i s rai sed to sol ve the
problem.

Sequence of Applying Rules:
Rule 1: Voltage at bus 26 low; Rule 8: Choose RC at bus
29 as controller; Rule 4: Compute available voltage in-
crease; Rule 9: RC24moved to upper limits; Rule4: Com-
pute available voltage increase; Rule 9: Generator 8
moved to upper limit; Rule 4: Compute available voltage
i ncrease; Rul e 9: Generator 1 1 moved to upper l imi t Rul e
4: Compute available voltage increase; Rule 6: Tap 26
is sufficient; Rule 3: Voltage within limits. In this
example, transformer tap changers are assumed tohave the
lowest priority since voltages atthe other load buses
may drop when the tap is raised.
Case 3
Problem: Low voltages (<0.95) at bus 25, V=0.940, bus

26, V=0.899, bus 27, V=0.949, bus 29, V=0.910,
and bus 30, V=0.892.

Solution: Adjustment of the tapatbus 26, increased re-
active injection at buses 19, 24, and 29, and the
generator voltage at busl i-sraised as well in
order to a I 1 ev i a te the low vol tage probl em.

Sequence of Applying Rules:
Rule al: More than 2low voltages. Rules a7,a9, all:
Repeated to compute available control; Rule a6: The se-
verity index S=2; Rule a12: Run LP with unity weighting
factors and normal constraints, voltage problem solved.

An extens i on to thi s probl em was consi dered by assum-
ing the following limits on the controllers: RC 24is
unava i abl e, RC 29 has .2 MVAR avai 1 abl e for control. Gen-
erator voltage at bus 8 is at the maximal value.

The sequence of applying rules is the same with the
exception of the last tworules. Rule a5: The severity
index S=3; Rule a13: Run LP with emergency constraints
and zero cost function, voltage problem is solved with
emergency constraints.
Remarks

Note that in all three cases the response ofbus
voltages to various controls agrees perfectly with
results of Facts (1-3) in Section 3.2.

V. CONCLUSION
The study deals with the application of expert sys-

tem techniques to power systems. The advantages of the AI
approach are discussed from the operation and training
viewpoints. The proposed approach to the development of an
expert system consists of four steps: (1) identification



Table 1. Results of Cases 1, 2, 3

Variables

Reactive
Compensators
(MVAR)

Generator
Vol tages
(p.u.)

Linits Case I

Lower Upper Initial Final

010 1.0 9 f

-1.0
-1.0 1.0 0

Q24 -1.0 1.0 0 0

Q29 -1.0 1.0 0 1.0

V1 1.00 1.10 1.06 1.06

V2 1.00 1.10 1.045 1 045

v5 1.00 1.08 1.01 1 01

V8 1.00 1.08 1.01 1.01

V11 1.00 1.10 1.01 1.03

v13 1.10 1.08 1.08

Case 2 Case 3
Initial Final Inlitial Final

0~0 0) Q 00

o 10 0 0301

1.0 1.0

1.0 1.0

1.06 1 .06

1.045 1.10

1 .03 1 .03

1.03 1.03

1. 03 1.08

1.08 1.08

0 1.0

0 1.0

1.06 1 .062

1.045 1.045

1.01 1.01

1.()1 1.01

1.08 1.03

1.08 1.08

kOn Load t4 0.90 1.10 1.00 l.0C 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Tap Changers
(turns ratio) t14 0.90 1.10 1.G 100 100( .OJO 1,00 1.00

t16 0.90 1.10 10 1.00 1.00 1.00l 1.00 1.00

t2610.90 1.10 1.00 1. 001 1.00 1.001 1.00 1,032
Load Bus
Vol taes
(p.u.?

83
V4

V6
v7

V9

810

V16

817

813

V19
820
821

v22
V23
V24
V25
V26

527

v28
v29

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.95

1.05

1 .05

0.95

1.05

1.05

1 .05

1 .05

1.05

1 .05

1.05

1 05

1 .05

1.05

1.05

1 .05

1. 05

1 .05

1 .05

1.05

1.05

1 .Q5

1.05

1 .05

1.026 1.026

1.018 1.019

1.012 1e013

1.003 1.004)

1.024 1.026

1.002 1. 005

1.031 1,032

1.012 1.015

1.006 1.009

1.011 1.013

0.999 1.002

0.992 0.995

0,937 0.99(1

0.989 0.993

0.989 0.993

0.989 0.994

0.939 0.994

0.975 0.934

0.971 0.992

0.946 0.968

Q0.980 1.09

J.007 1.0(1

0.961 1.020

1 .033

1.027

1.025

1.019

1 .032

1 011

1 ,036

1.018

1.012

1.018

1.007

0.999

0.995

0.998

0.998

0.991

0.997

0 .96

0. 933

0.946

1.001

1. 022

0. 992

1.033

I.027

1 .025

1.019

1 031

I .01(

1,035

1.018

1.012

1, 017

1 .007

0.9931

0.994

0.998

0.997

0.998

0.997

0. 985

(1 981

1.0001

0. 9991
1 .022

0. 91

1.024

.016

1.010

1 .002

.020

0.996

1,027

1.007

0,9 98

1 .006

0.994

0.934

0. 930

0.983

0. 9031

0.931

0. 972

0.959

O.940

0.899

0. 949

1 002

0.901

1 .026

1 .018

1.012

1.004

1 .028

1.010

1, 033

1.015

1.008

1.016

1.006

0.997

0.993

0. 996

0.998

0.999

0. 991

0. 990

0.975

0.962

0. 933

1 008

0. 980

v301 0.95 1.05 0.942 0.988 .976 0.974 0.892 0.943

of the knowledge requi red to solve a selected problem, (2)
justification of the identified empirical rules, (3) de-

velopment of production rules, and (4) testing andmodifi-
cation. Based on the proposed approach, arn expert system
is developed to assist in the decision-making process of

the reactive power/voltage control problem. Numerical

examples based on a modified IEEE-30 bus system are present-
ed. Different scenarios of the system condition are sel-

ected to test the capabi 1 ity of the developed expert system.
The results are very encouraging.

To develop an expert system for practical purposes,
a lot of research efforts will be required inthe future.
Areas that need to be investigated should include meth-
odologies to deal with large, complex systems and compu-
tational efficiency in real-time environments.
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Appendix
The followina lemma. will be used in the proofs of

Facts (1 -3).
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Lemma 1
Suppose assumptions (1-4) inSec. 3.2hold. Define

a9L aQ Tthe matrix H=[h .]byH=-+ ',where13aV-LYL' aL aqLVL[Vl gVnT Q9L [1 IQnL]T, QL=QL and and av
are the respective jacobians. Then, H 1, the inverse
of H, is a nonnegative matrix, i.e., all elements are
nonnegative. Furthermore, if hij is the ij-th element
of H 1, then for every j, jli,

hij > hfijj (A. l )

Proof: Consider the Jacobian v If V =l, a.=0, then
gL

it can be shown that XV is an M-matrix [13].
-L

Now consider the load model. From Eq. (4)

aQ bj bi-l
av -bQiot V.

=-b.Q.o >0 (A.2)

where we use the facts that ti=l, Vi=l. By Eq.

(A.2), it is seen that agL +aL is also an M-
-L -L

matrix [14,pp.54-55], therefore by definition

ai +aQL -1 is nonnegative. Eq. (A.1) follows
from LemTIma 2 [15].

The incremental form of the power flow equation
i ncl udi ng the vol tage-dependent oad i s gi ven by

a9L aQL
-A

VL A V + AQ-L aVL -L c

(A.3)

whereAQ is the incremental reactive compensa-
tion. -c
From Eq. (A.3),

a9L
-L ( aVL

Fact 2
Proof:

+ '9L -1 AQiyL -C

Fact
(A. 4) Proof

Now if the components AQci = AQ and AQck = 0,

kfi, then the incremental voltage change is
given by AVi = Fiii AQ and AVj = hji AQ, ifi.
Using the previous lemma, it is seen that
AVi > AVj for all j. Suppose the tap settings
are unchanged and tj=tj=l, then Eq. (q) holds.

Since, VL EtIYL, where [a]=diag{a1,a2, ...,a
we have

AVL [VL] At + [t] AVL
From the incremental form of the power flow
equation ,

v -L atL

4. 5)

+ V t~VL

aVL
a- At
at

we oDtain

AV = ( L
+ g)--L -(VL aVL

Therefore, Eq. (A.5) becomes
L =0LagAVL=([VL]-[t](avL + aV

By assumption Vi=l and ti=l, hence

L= [I-(ja.VL + aVL)-1 aQL
] Atat- (A.6)

aQ. b. b.-l
Note that 1 = -btQjOtV =-biQio>O. There-

fore, Lemma 1 implies that the matrix

(aL a"L)-l aQL is nonnegative and so the-iL -gnL t o a9L +aL 1 aL
off-diagonal elements of I-(w- + -a--- at~-~vL -L
are nonpositive. On the other hand, notE

a9L aeL - 1aLK-= I-(aVL + aV I aQL
-L -L -

39
a

L atL aQ
-(L aQL 1 agL + L L
aYL aVL aVL aL a

For Vi= 1, ac=0, and t.=l, it is easy to
aQL 9L

that t.-= a. Hence K=H1 M
-L -

agL aQ ag
where H=-V + a-, and M = [mi.] ag.-TL -L 1 IL
consider the i-th diagonal element of K,

n -

j=1 1j 3

e that

(A. 7)

check

Now

in.hj mj + h Ei=mi

sJin

h1i (M11 + 1 mi) - ° n (A.8)
where we use the property that mi > - mj=l

jifSince the diagonal elements of K are nonnegative
and the off-diagonal elements are nonpositive, it
is concluded that if Ati > 0 and Atj=O, j/i, then

AVi > 0 and AV. < 0

3~~~3
The incremental power flow equation including
the generator voltages is given by

a9L a9L agL
AV + AV A

-L L -GL- L

Therefore AV (a9L +
-L -L

aQL

aQL )
a9L

g-LAV-:G-G
(A. 9)

From Lemma l,it is seen that (agL + a9L 1 > O.
-vL -L

akAlso it is easy to check that a9L < O. Conse-
-G

quently, if AVG > 0 (<O), then AVL > O (<0). If

ti=1, then it is also true that AVL > O.

_1 aQL
L

Fact 1
Proof:

1.1- -k4--,"-


